
To: Sheriff Bruce Newman     FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler

          Telephone 719-580-4832
          Fax:           888-745-4342

           Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us

Date: Friday, November 14, 2014

Subject: Drugs

Congratulations on winning the recent election. Congratulations on the recent drug arrest involving 
heroin. It is always a benefit to the people, when you eliminate hard drug sources.

However, the sources are not the main problem in our country. The demand is. Once the demand is 
eliminated, the sources will dry up.

How did we get this demand? You might consider these two facts. Aldous Huxley, a NEW WORLD 
ORDER   insider, said that drugs would be a main factor in gaining control of the people. Many years 
later, he's been proven right from both legal, and illegal drugs. Also, the US GOVERNMENT IS 
LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ILLICIT DRUG TRADE in the US. They ship in, and sell the 
drugs. That is a proven fact. Also, the US Government is largely under the control of THE NEW 
WORLD ORDER.

Media, and so-called “education” are largely responsible for the demand for drugs in the US.

Whatever your role in eliminating the drugs, to be truly effective you must understand the big picture 
of why we have this problem.

How do you eliminate demand? You help bring about rehabilitation programs that work from the 
perspective of COMPLETE EDUCATION about how we, in the US, got into this mess. The only way 
out is through a complete understanding.

The psyche of the American public has, in large part, been degraded. Education is inadequate, bringing 
forth children who have no idea what American history is about, or who cannot do simple math, and 
cannot read reasonably well. It also brings forth hopelessness, and helplessness, which leads to drug 
addiction. On the college level, huge lies are told about how there are supposedly too many people on 
the earth, leading to even further feelings of inadequacy, and unworthiness. So, this brainwashing must 
be countered in any effective rehabilitation program.

Face it. Eliminate one source of drugs, and another pops up, or people travel elsewhere to find what 
they want.

We must eliminate the demand.
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